Purpose: To evaluate the clinical use of a newly-developed disposable lid speculum with a drape.

Methods: LiDrape® is a cylindrical device that consists of two flexible rings of polyacetal resin with a transparent elastic silicone sheet attached to the rings. The novel device holds the eyelids between the rings, and a hole in the center of the device provides a surgical field. We used the novel device in cataract surgery (75 eyes), glaucoma surgery (eleven eyes), vitrectomy (ten eyes), and intravitreal injection (six eyes) and evaluated its clinical efficacy.

Results: The LiDrape was easy to attach and detach. The novel device was not detached from the eye during surgery. No eyelashes or secretions from the meibomian glands were seen in the surgical field, and the drape provided a sufficient surgical field.

Conclusions: The LiDrape functions as a lid speculum as well as a drape. Our results showed that the novel device is useful for ocular surgeries.
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Introduction

Postoperative endophthalmitis is a devastating complication of ocular surgery. The incidence of endophthalmitis after extracapsular cataract extraction, pars plana vitrectomy, penetrating keratoplasty, or glaucoma filtering surgery has been reported to be 0.051% to 0.30%.1 Speaker et al demonstrated that an organism isolated from the vitreous was genetically indistinguishable from an isolate recovered from the patient’s eyelid, conjunctiva, or nose in 82% of their cases of endophthalmitis.2 It is believed that postoperative endophthalmitis is caused by the patient’s own flora from the eyelids and conjunctival sac that is infiltrated into the eye through the surgical field. It is therefore necessary to minimize preoperative and intraoperative contamination of the surgical field.

The currently used prophylactic measures against endophthalmitis are applications of preoperative topical antibiotics,3,4 preoperative povidone-iodine antisepsis,5,6 proper application of a drape,7,8 a sclerocorneal incision,9,10 an injectable lens,11 and intracameral injection of antibiotics at the end of surgery.12,13 Proper application of a drape isolates the lid margin, skin, and the lashes from the operative field and prevents bacteria from gaining access to the operative field.7,8 However, it is difficult to completely drape the eyelids and eyelashes around the medial and lateral canthi with a conventional sticky drape. The adherence of a surgical drape to the atopic skin is usually poor, and a conventional drape can easily detach from the skin of patients with atopic dermatitis during the surgery. We developed a disposable...
lid speculum with a drape (LiDrape® Hakko Co, Ltd, Nagano, Japan) that can easily and completely drape the eyelashes and eyelids and provide a sufficient surgical field.

**Subjects and methods**

The LiDrape is a cylindrical device that consists of two flexible rings of polyacetal resin attached with a transparent elastic silicone sheet. The novel device holds the eyelids between the rings, and a hole in the center of the device provides a surgical field. The diameter of the upper ring is 58 mm, and the diameter of the bottom ring can be 22 mm, 23 mm, 24 mm, 25 mm, 26 mm, 27 mm, or 28 mm. The device functions as a speculum as well as a drape (Figures 1 and 2). With the novel device, draping and speculum placement are performed at one time.

After approval from the Kurume University Institutional Review Board, informed consent was obtained from each patient. We used the novel device in cataract surgery (75 eyes of 70 patients; 26 men and 42 women; mean age: 70 years; range: 15 to 92 years), glaucoma surgery (eleven eyes of eleven patients; seven men and four women; mean age: 64 years; range: 35 to 85 years), 23-gauge vitrectomy (ten eyes of ten patients; two men and eight women; mean age: 66 years; range: 54 to 85 years), and intravitreal injection of anti-vascular endothelial growth factor (anti-VEGF) antibody (six eyes of six patients; one man and five women; mean age: 68 years; range: 61 to 74 years), between October 2007 and April 2010, and we evaluated the clinical efficacy, including the selection of the device size, attachment procedure, and surgical maneuver. We also evaluated the effectiveness of the device in patients with atopic dermatitis.

**Results**

**Size selection**

The selection of the proper LiDrape size for each patient is important. The width of the palpebral fissure and the depth of the conjunctival sac are different in each person. The size of the bottom ring can be determined by the width of the palpebral fissure. We measured the width of the palpebral fissure in 72 eyes preoperatively and examined the correlation between the width of the palpebral fissure and the size of the bottom ring of the device that was actually attached to each patient. The width of the palpebral fissure was defined as the linear distance between the medial canthus and the lateral canthus. The width of the palpebral fissure was positively correlated with the size of the bottom ring ($P < 0.0001$) (Figure 3). For a patient with a palpebral fissure width of 26 mm, the device with a 25 mm or 26 mm bottom ring could be attached.

**Attachment**

After the administration of 4% lidocaine eyedrops, the LiDrape was attached by first pulling up the upper lid while folding the top ring and then, successively inserting the bottom ring into the upper conjunctival sac and into the lower conjunctival sac (Figure 4). The novel device was easily removed by reversing the attachment procedure.

---

**Figure 1** The diagram of a novel lid speculum with a drape (LiDrape®).

**Note:** The cylindrical device consists of two rings of polyacetal resin and a transparent elastic silicone sheet.
Cataract surgery
LiDrape was used in 75 eyes of 70 patients who underwent phacoemulsification and aspiration (PEA) and intraocular lens (IOL) implantation. The device with a 25 mm or 26 mm bottom ring was most commonly used. The PEA and IOL implantation procedures were completed uneventfully using the device. The novel device provided a sufficient operative field (Figure 5). No detachment of the device was seen in any cases, and the surgical maneuvers proceeded without difficulty. However, excess irrigation fluid tended to pool in the surgical field, which was aspirated by an assistant.

Atopic cataract
Of 75 eyes of 70 patients who underwent PEA and IOL implantation, seven eyes of six patients had atopic cataract. Figure 6A shows the eye of a 38-year-old man with atopic dermatitis, before preoperative disinfection. The skin was dry and a large amount of secretion from the meibomian glands was seen. Figure 6B shows the same patient, with the device in place. The eyelids were completely draped, and the surgical field was isolated from eyelashes and secretion. The novel device provided a sufficient surgical field and was not detached by patient blinking.

Glaucoma surgery
The LiDrape was used in eleven eyes of eleven patients who underwent fornix-based trabeculectomy. A device with either a 25 mm or 26 mm bottom ring was used. A corneal traction suture was placed and secured to the top ring of the device. The globe was rotated inferiorly to expose the superior conjunctiva. The device did not interfere with surgical maneuvers, including iridectomy (Figure 7A). A filtering bleb formed immediately after surgery (Figure 7B).

Vitrectomy
The LiDrape was used in ten eyes of ten patients who underwent 23-gauge vitrectomy. A device with either a 27 mm or 28 mm bottom ring was used. Figure 8 shows a vitrectomy for a macular hole, using the novel device with a 28 mm bottom ring. The surgical field was limited due to the presence of cannulas, closure valves, and a chandelier light (Figure 8A). Although the rotation of the globe was restricted, the peripheral vitreous could be completely removed with scleral indentation, under a wide-angle viewing system (Figure 8B).
Intravitreal injection

The LiDrape was used in six eyes of six patients who underwent intravitreal injection of anti-VEGF drugs. A device with a 24 mm, 25 mm, 26 mm, 27 mm, or 28 mm bottom ring was used. The conjunctiva was displaced with a sterile cotton swab or forceps, and an intravitreal injection of bevacizumab was performed 3.5 mm from the limbus (Figure 9). Conventionally, we usually apply Tegaderm™ (3M, St Paul, MI, USA) transparent dressing over the eye before speculum placement, as a preinjection procedure to prevent the needle tip from touching the eyelashes and the eyelid margins. With the novel device, the preinjection procedures and the injection itself were easily performed.

Discussion

Draping is critical in the prevention of infectious endophthalmitis, but this has an effect on surgical maneuvers. It is difficult for inexperienced surgeons to completely drape the eyelids of older patients with narrow eyelids and patients with atopic dermatitis. The LiDrape is easy to attach and can completely drape the eyelids. Furthermore, because this novel device functions as both a drape and a speculum, draping and the placement of a lid speculum can be performed in one procedure, shortening the time of preoperative preparation. In addition, the novel device is disposable. Also, there is no need for antisepsis of a metallic lid speculum.

PEA and IOL implantation, the most common ophthalmic surgical procedures, were uneventfully performed in all cases. Bacteria are detected at a high frequency from the conjunctival sac and the eyelid margin, in patients with atopic dermatitis. The high rate of bacterial colonization is considered to be one of the risk factors for postoperative endophthalmitis. Conventional adhesive drapes are easily detached from atopic skin during surgery. The surgical field is then exposed to the bacteria flora on the eyelashes and the eyelids, increasing the risk for endophthalmitis. The LiDrape firmly attached to the skin of atopic dermatitis patients, and no detachment was seen during surgery. This is therefore, potentially useful for preventing infection. However, the pooling of fluid was a disadvantage of the novel device that could cause surgical field contamination. In our cases, the fluid was aspirated by an assistant, and the surgeries were completed uneventfully. To solve this problem, a disposable drain that automatically evacuates fluid is in development.

The new device could be used in trabeculectomy that involves conjunctival incision at the limbus. The complications of glaucoma-filtering surgery include bleb-related infection and endophthalmitis immediately after surgery. Glaucoma surgery takes a longer time than does cataract surgery, and a lid speculum with a drape that can prevent bacteria from gaining access to the operative field is useful. In addition, we have shown that a corneal traction suture...
could be secured to the top ring of the device and the globe rotated to provide a sufficient surgical field.

Recently, 23- or 25-gauge transconjunctival sutureless vitrectomy has become a popular common procedure. The incidence of endophthalmitis after microincision vitrectomy is comparable with that of 20-gauge vitrectomy. Similar to endophthalmitis following cataract surgery, endophthalmitis after vitrectomy is caused by ocular surface bacteria that gain access to the vitreous cavity. From this perspective, the LiDrape can be useful in preventing endophthalmitis because the device isolates the surgical field from the eyelashes and secretions, during surgery. However, rotation of the globe in the surgical field provided by the 28 mm bottom ring was somewhat restricted. Scleral indentation under a wide-angle viewing system was helpful in performing the vitreous procedure.

Recently, intravitreal injection of various anti-VEGF drugs or triamcinolone acetonide has gained popularity. The incidence of endophthalmitis per injection of anti-VEGF agent has been reported to be 0.019% to 0.077%. Anti-VEGF therapy requires multiple injections, and the incidence per eye might be higher. Infectious endophthalmitis is caused by the patient’s own flora from the skin, conjunctival sac, or meibomian glands. Diago et al reported that the use of preoperative povidone-iodine drops and the use of a sterile lid speculum are important for endophthalmitis prophylaxis. The LiDrape easily and completely drapes the eyelashes and the eyelids. It also provides a sufficient surgical field for intravitreal injections. Intravitreal injection has been performed in many patients, on a daily basis as an office-based procedure. The LiDrape is disposable. An ophthalmic clinic does not need to prepare many sterile metallic lid specula for intravitreal injections. With the novel LiDrape, placement of a drape and a speculum is performed at once. The preinjection preparation time is short. The LiDrape is thus useful for intravitreal injection.

A prospective study is underway, to refine the device and to evaluate its efficacy in preventing surgical field contamination during cataract surgery; there, we will compare the results of the LiDrape with those of the conventional lid speculum.
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